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ABSTRACT

An account of issues related to analysis and design of liner-system integrated with RC structure are presented
in this paper in the form of a case-study. Engineering requirements of liner-system from the angle of structural design
adequacy are expressed, with an illustration of real-life application of the underlying principles in the form of a
complete analytical treatment of liner-RC wall integrated system. Interactive effects between liner-system and
concrete wall are duly catered for in the analytical work. Modeling of such structural action duly catering for the
strain-compatibility equation between liner-system and concrete surface is the focal issue. Highlights of various other
issues associated with the structural analysis and design of the liners are presented in this paper
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INTRODUCTION

Liners are metallic (MS) membranes provided on surfaces of RC structures of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) to
contain the fluid or gas, to ensure containment of potentially radioactive fluids or to render leak-tightness to the
containment boundary. For underground structures, liners acts as a barrier against seepage of contaminated fluids to
outside. The structure is designed as any other liquid-retaining structure. The liner is integrated with the RC structure
by a system of embedded structural arrangement. Owing to structural integration with concrete wall, the liner is
required to sustain stresses due to various loads during service life of plant.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In a NPP under consideration, Reactor Vault
(RV) consists of two concentric cylindrical RC walls
separated by 200 mm annular gap filled with thermal
insulation (Refer Fig-1). Outer wall is 1000 mm thick
and inner wall is 800 mm thick. Inner and outer walls
support Safety-Vessel (SV) and Main-Vessel (MV)
respectively at their top periphery. Inner wall has
inside diameter of 14340 mm and has height of 12765
mm measured inside. RC floor of the inner vault is
800 mm thick with inside diameter of 10000 mm.
Profile of vault-wall flares out from 10000 mm
diameter to 12765 mm diameter up to a height of 4400
mm above top of floor. Entire interior face of inner
wall and floor-slab is provided with integral cooling
system for lowering the concrete surface temperature
to a degree sustainable for concrete. The upper limit
for temperature sustainable by concrete is about 65 0C
under normal conditions (as permitted by clause F.3.4
of AERB/SS/CSE-1). 

The cooling system consists of square pipes of
size 25 mm, spaced at about 147-mm centres in the
floor region (Refer Fig-2) and at spacing varying from
141 mm to 100 mm in lower shield [1] (Refer View A-
A in Fig-2). An average spacing of 130 mm is
considered for lower-shield for the purpose of design.
The Cooling-system pipes are oriented vertically along
the meridians of the wall. The pipes are positioned at
equi-spaced locations along the circumference of RV. Fig-1 Vertical cross-section of Reactor-Vault
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One face of the pipes is welded to MS liner-plate [1]. In order to enhance its functional performance with respect to

corrosive atmosphere a clear epoxy coating of 250 microns thickness is recommended on liner at its exposed face.
During off-normal conditions, a rise in temperature is expected for liner and concrete wall above normal operating
conditions. The liner is exposed to heat from the SV side. The heat is absorbed by the Cooling system, leaving the
concrete of RV at reasonably low temperatures, than it would be otherwise subjected to. During construction of
concrete-wall, the liner could be conveniently utilized as formwork for concrete placement.

The components of the cooling system like square-pipes with liner plate are utilised as a structural system. The
structural analysis model of the liner system includes circumferential (or rings) stiffeners with their anchorage along
with the assembly of liner plate and Cooling-system pipes. The liner plate panels are welded to pipes. These welds
are continuous all through the length of pipes. The circumferential stiffeners are welded to the liner-plate system. The
anchors are welded to the stiffeners for arresting the pullout action of the liner / pipes. Similarly, liner is also
provided on bottom-shield.

In response to thermal loading, the cylindrical wall with its floor-slab needs to deform freely in axi-
symmetrical way) or in radial direction in order to reduce thermal stresses in both liner-system and concrete. This is
accomplished by supporting the vault as a whole at the periphery of the floor-slab on Elastomeric bearing pads and an
anchor-support at the centre on circular pedestal with monolithic connection rendering stability under horizontal
earthquake conditions.

ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS

Structurally, liner is treated as a membrane integrally connected to the RC components through its anchoring
elements. With such integration, the liner should generally follow the deformation of its supporting structure. The
integrated liner also contributes to the strength of RC structure. However, such an advantage is not taken into account
for the design of RC structure due to uncertainty in liner’s contribution to overall strength particularly in its buckled
states. Being a thin-plate membrane, the liner-plate will be strained due to integral action with concrete. As such
upper-limits on the tensile strains are imposed by various codes of engineering design practices. Liners are connected
to exterior or interior faces of RC components unlike conventional concrete-reinforcement in the form of bars
embedded in concrete; hence they are more prone to buckling. Without building up positive anchoring measures,
liners can not be relied upon as external reinforcing elements to concrete structure. In any case, the integrity of liner
has to be established despite neglecting its contribution to strength of supporting structure.

Fig-2 Vertical Section and Front View of Liner-System
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LOADING ENVIRONMENT

The integrated structural form of liner-system and its supporting concrete structure has to be assessed against
loading during normal operating, abnormal, severe, extreme environmental conditions of the plant. Liner once
integrated with its supporting structure would see post-connection effects like dead-load, live-load, equipment-
loading of Safety-Vessel, accident-loads, seismic loading (SSE/OBE) and more importantly the thermal effects.
Typical features of some loading are as follows.

1. Sodium flooding into SV or from SV to Inner-vault. These events are postulated as Beyond Design Basis
Event, (BDBE). Nevertheless, they are accounted for in the analysis and structural design.

2. Off-normal condition of temperature build-up, caused by partial failure of the cooling system of RV,
exposes the liner-system and concrete structure in the viscinity to higher temperatures than normally
encountered in plant-operating conditions.

3. Seismic loading in horizontal and vertical ground motion during SSE and OBE. In a separate study, it was
observed that SSE and OBE in horizontal direction cause insignificant forces on the liner-system, but in
vertical direction, they have relatively major effect than horizontal. As such, only vertical ground motion
is accounted for in the design.

Thermal-effects during normal operating and off-normal conditions of plant operation cause stresses in the
liner-elements due to expansion. Long-term deformations like creep and shrinkage in concrete induce compressive
stresses in the liner, necessitating a check on buckling of liner-elements, and anchor-pullout, followed by cascading
failure of liner-system. Liner could also be
utilised as formwork for concrete wall with
adequate lateral strutting arrangement; hence,
deformation of the wall under the self-weight
of green concrete imparts stresses in the liner
system. This effect is accounted for in the
analysis for dead-load case.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF LINER-
SYSTEM

Mathematical Modeling
In this work, FE models are used to

simulate liner-concrete wall interaction. As
stipulated in clause 8.6.1 of AERB code,
structural analysis ought to account for strain-
compatibility equation between liner-system
and concrete surface. These models are also
used for assessment of higher-order
deformations of liner, as the liner-plates being
thin-membranes are prone to buckling. This is
particularly significant when; long-term
shrinkage and creep deformations in concrete induce additional compressive strains in the liner, reducing the
allowable stresses for the liner-design. The liner attachment with concrete is through MS anchors embedded in body
of concrete. The pullout forces in the anchors available on analysis are used for their design based on ductile-failure
mode.

 A mathematical model consisting of integrated system of inner-wall and floor-slab of Reactor-Vault and
liner-plate with contribution of cooling piping system is appropriately modelled (Refer Fig-3). The model consists of
axi-symmetric plane-strain shell elements for both the liner-system and concrete wall placed at their own center-
planes. The two centerlines are connected by rigid links at the location of ring stiffeners. Radial rigid links simulate
the ring-stiffeners and its anchor-assembly. The anchors welded to ring-stiffeners arrest pullout of the liner-system.

Cooling pipes run along meridians of the vault. The liner-plate and pipe system occupies about 30-mm wide
peripheral region around interior of concrete wall. Thus, the liner-system occupies (30/800 x 100=) about only 4% of
concrete thickness. Therefore liner-plate and pipe system is treated as a single cylindrical plate (10 mm thick) of
augmented axial-rigidity in vertical direction simulating contribution of pipes. Accordingly equivalent Elastic
modulus is used for liner-plate in vertical direction. Weight density of modelled liner-plate is appropriately adjusted
to cater for combined weight of liner-plate, pipes, and stiffeners all together. Basic parameters for stiffness modeling
are presented in Table:-1. The liner plate elements are modeled with reduced thickness (10-1.5=) 8.5 mm considering
a corrosion allowance of 1.5 mm for stress-calculations.

Fig-3 FE Model of Liner-system and Concrete wall
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Table:-1 Structural Properties of Materials

Material Weight density
(kN/m3)

Elastic Modulus (kN/m2) Poisson’s
Ratio

Coefficient of thermal
expansion (mm/mm/0C)

Normal density
reinforced concrete
(M30 Grade)

25 27.4 x 106  calculated
using 5000√fck 

0.2 9.5 x 10-6 based on
IS:456-2000

Structural steel 77.5 2 x 108 based on IS:800-
1984 in circumferential
direction and 2.32 x 108

in meridian direction. 

0.3 12 x 10-6 based on
IS:800-1984

Structural analysis is focussed on obtaining parameters for subsequent processing like load-combinations for
stresses, strains, anchor-forces, and pipe-member forces. Thereafter, the stresses are checked with the allowable /
permissible limits as per AERB code.

Adequacy of mathematical-model of liner-system integrated with cylindrical concrete wall is validated
specifically for stress-calculations by a separate exercise. Ratio (R/t) at center-plane of the wall is (7570/800=) 9.463
which is close to minimum limit of 10 for conformity with theory of thin-walled cylinders. A major portion of model
(of height 8365 mm) consisting of both the cylindrical shells (viz. liner and concrete wall idealized by axi-symmetric
shell elements) with rigid-links between them is isolated from full model. A uniform internal pressure of 5 kPa acting
radially outwards is applied for this part model. FE analysis indicates hoop-stresses in concrete wall are about 43 kPa
vis a vis 47 kPa calculated from formulae for thick-cylinders. Liner’s hoop-stresses are about 299 kPa (as per FE
analysis) vis a vis 316 kPa calculated from closed-form formulae and using modular ratio as the basis for stresses in
the liner-system and concrete wall. Difference in the hoop-stresses of liner is attributed to the fact that, theoretical
calculations are based on continuous
connection between liner-plate with
concrete wall accounted by the strain-
compatibility equation between liner-
system and concrete derived based on
modular ratio. The FE calculations are
based on connecting links at discrete
locations over the meridian Hence strain-
compatibility equation is satisfied at
interface nodes between liner-system and
cylindrical wall. This case is closer to
reality. The exercise indicated agreement
between theoretical closed-form solutions
and FE analysis results on the order of
magnitude.
Structural Analysis 

Linear static analysis of the
integrated model is carried out for all static
loads listed above.  Analysis results are
available in the form of stresses and strains
in the elements. Deformed shape of liner-
system with RV is presented in Fig:-4.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF LINER-SYSTEM

As stipulated in the code, allowable stress method is used for design. Liner-plate system is designed for the
following sub-components of it. Design of Cylindrical RC wall and floor-slab is separately carried out. 

Calculations For Stresses In Liner-Plate:
Structurally, the liner-plate system with the ring-stiffeners is an axi-symmetric system. The analysis provides

following stress-components, hence they can be summed up individually as per the load-combination indicated in
AERB code and checked for compliance with upper limits [2].

1. Meridional stresses at inside and outside faces of liner-plates.
2. Hoop stresses at inside and outside faces of liner-plates

Fig-4 Deformed Shape of Liner-system
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Calculated stresses (or strains) are tensile, if positive and compressive, if negative. The calculated stresses are
restricted to upper limits indicated in the AERB code. Summary of stresses on load-combinations is presented in
Table-2. Critical combination causing highest stresses in liner happens to be abnormal-extreme condition, including
shrinkage and creep in concrete duly accounted for. Split-up of load-case results are presented for combination no.27
in Table:-2 below. This is LC6 (i.e. abnormal-extreme environmental) combination. Maximum stress occurs at the
center of floor-slab liner.

Table: -2 Stresses in Liner-Elements

Combination No.27 element-1: Combination No.21 for element-1:
 Load-cases involved in
the load-combination

Meridional
stress (kPa)

Hoop-stress
(kPa)

Meridional
stress (kPa)

Hoop-stress
(kPa)

Dead-load -3361.00 -2748.10 -3360.80 -2748.10
Equipment load (SV) -885.44 -805.54 -885.44 -805.54
SSE: Vertical -865.69 -724.49 - -
OBE: Vertical - - -432.84 -362.24
To : Off-normal condition -74830.00 -68014.00 -74830.00 -68014.00
Sodium flood in SV -11851.20 -10781.88 -10863.60 -9883.39
Shrinkage and creep -61313.00 -55719.00 -61313.00 -55719.00

Total -153106.00 -138793.00 -151685.68 -137532.27
For a load-combination (No.27), stress due to temperature rises during Off-normal condition and that due to

creep and shrinkage in concrete also dominates the final stresses. Allowable compressive stress (S) in steel is
(fy/1.67=) 150 MPa. This is based on the fact that, liner is integrally welded to pipes (which are spaced at average
130 mm along circumference), lateral restraint is available. The pipes themselves are laterally restrained due to three-
side embedment in concrete. Besides, in radial outward direction, the pipes are anchored. For LC6 combination,
permissible stress (based on Table-1.6.1 inclusive of temperature effect) is 1.7S. This is (1.7 X 150 =) 255 MPa.
However, an upper limit of 0.9fy is stipulated by the code. Thus the limiting stress value is (0.9 x 250=) 225 MPa.
The calculated stress values tabulated above are 153.1 MPa and 138.8 MPa for meriodional and hoop directions
respectively which are much less than the 225MPa.

Next critical combination (No.21) involves Dead load, weight of SV, OBE-Vertical, Accident Temperature
during Off-normal condition, Sodium Flood in SV along with Shrinkage and Creep in concrete. This is LC5 or
Abnormal-severe combination. Break-up of stresses for various load cases are tabulated below. Allowable
compressive stress (S) in steel is (fy/1.67=) 150 MPa.

For LC5 combination, permissible stress (based on AERB code) inclusive of temperature effect) is 1.6S. This
is (1.6 X 150 =) 240 MPa. However, an upper limit of 0.9fy is stipulated by the code. Thus the limiting stress value is
(0.9 x 250=) 225 MPa. The calculated stress values tabulated above are 151.7 MPa and 137.5 MPa for meriodional
and hoop directions respectively, which are much less than the 225MPa.

Calculations For Strains In Liner-Plate:
Integral link between liner-system and concrete wall induces strains in liner-plate due to strain-compatibility

between concrete and liner. The strains are of following types.
1. Meridional strain at inside and outside faces of liner-plates.
2. Hoop strain at inside and outside faces of liner-plates

The strains are restricted to limits indicated in the AERB code. Summary of strains on load-combinations is
tabulated below. In Table: -3 below, a strain of -0.26711 x 10-4 is represented as -0.26711e-4.

Table:-3 Strains in Liner-Elements

Combination No.27 for element 29 Combination No.21 for element 29:
Load-cases involved Meridional strain Hoop-strain Meridional strain Hoop-strain 

Dead-load -0.26711e-4 0.13678e-4 -0.26711e-4 0.13678e-4
Equipment load (SV) -0.30114e-5 0.14789e-5 -0.30114e-5 0.14789e-5
SSE: Vertical -0.60595e-5 0.30901e-5
OBE: Vertical -0.30298E-5 0.1545E-5
To: Off-normal condition -0.21439e-3 -0.85838e-4 -0.21439e-3 -0.85838e-4
Sodium flood in SV -0.403068e-4 0.197952e-4 -0.369479E-4 0.181456E-4
Shrinkage and creep -0.15076e-3 -0.11461e-3 -0.15076e-3 -0.11461e-3

Total -0.000441 -0.000162 -0.000435 -0.000166
Combination No.27 is abnormal design condition as per AERB code. Maximum compressive strain in liner is

calculated as 0.0441% as tabulated above. This is much less than 1.4% as stipulated in Table-8.2 of AERB code.
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Thus liner is safe. Maximum strains are presented in Table: -3 for next critical combination (No.21). They are also
within permissible upper limits specified by code of design.

Pipe-section:
Effect of stiffness of square pipes in the liner-system is accounted for by modelling the equivalent Elastic

modulus in meridional direction of vault for same thickness of liner. Forces in axi-symmetric elements are utilised for
arriving at forces for calculating stresses in square-pipe section. They are bending moments and shear-forces in the
radial plane. They are restricted below permissible limits of design code.

Anchoring Arrangement
On structural analysis, forces in the rigid links between liner and concrete wall are available. They are

distributed on radial anchors of the ring-stiffeners. The pullout force acting radially inwards is resisted by bond
between concrete and MS bar. The anchor-design is aimed for a ductile failure of anchor-bar precluding brittle failure
of concrete cone. Anchor rod is checked for combined action of shear and tensile-pullout forces, as per AERB code
[1]. Radial anchors are R10 diameter bars 500 long at 423 mm spacing along circumference of the ring stiffeners.
Forces and calculations are presented in Table:-6,7 as below. 

Table:-6 Compliance Of Stresses In Anchors

Type of
force

Calculated
force (N)

Allowable
stress (MPa)

Stress increase
factor [2]

Permissible
stress (MPa)

Strength of bar
(N)

Interaction
ratio

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)=(4) X (3) (6)=(5) X area (7)=(2)/(6)
Tension 457 128 1.5 192 15040 0.03040
Shear 4035 85.11 1.4 119.15 9358 0.43117

Total 0.46157

It is observed from the above tabulation, that sum of interaction ratios (0.46157) is below 1.0, hence anchor is
safe. For R10 bar development length of 450 mm is required, as a conservative measure a length of 500 mm with a
bend is recommended. (Refer SH-2 and SH-3).

At a re-entrant corner (at EL16395) higher meridional shears were observed, as such R16 anchors are needed
along the corner, at about 141mm spacing circumferentially. 

Table:-7 Compliance Of Stresses In Anchors at EL 16396

Type of
force

Calculated
force (N)

Allowable
stress (MPa)

Stress increase
factor [2]

Permissible
stress (MPa)

Strength of
bar (N)

Interaction
ratio

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)=(4) X (3) (6)=(5) X
area

(7)=(2)/(6)

Tension 0 128 1.5 192 38501 0.0
Shear 19549 85.11 1.4 119.15 23956 0.816

Total 0.816

It was observed from the tabulated calculations, that sum of interaction ratios (0.816) is below 1.0, hence
anchor is safe. For R16 bar development length of about 700 mm is required, as a conservative measure a length of
700 mm with a bend is recommended. (Refer Fig -2).

Welded Junction between Liner-Plate And Pipes:
The liner-plate and pipe act as a composite section for resisting induced forces. The shop-welded joints serve

as links for transferring shear-flow between liner-plate and pipes. The weld-joint between them ought to transfer
interface shear between them. Welded joints between liner plate and pipe sections have to be continuous welding as
stipulated by AERB code [2]. A continuous fillet weld (3mm) at joint between liner-plate and pipe is recommended
since pipe-wall thickness is 3.2 mm.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION

In particular, combinations involving off-normal temperature, Sodium flood in SV, SSE, coupled with
Shrinkage and Creep in concrete, along with dead load and Weight of SV generates maximum stresses along
meridional and hoop direction of liner. Next critical combination involves all these except that SSE is replaced by
OBE.
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It was observed from study of results of combinations that, thermal stresses dominate the overall stresses on
design-combinations. This is because, as the liner expands due to higher temperature prevailing on the SV side, it’s
expansion is substantially prohibited by relatively cooler concrete owing to Cooling system acting as an effective
heat-sink. In the long run, the situation is aggravated due to the fact that, shrinkage and creep in concrete medium,
spanning over the life of plant, induces additional strains (hence stresses) in the liner membrane due to increased
temperature differential between liner and concrete. Despite this, the stresses in liner are below the permissible limits
of stresses, and strains are also well below permissible strain values. As such design of liner on the basis of working
stress method of design provides adequate safety in liner-design.
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